Part-time flexible maximization

On Jan. 22, NALC and USPS settled national-level grievance Q16N-4Q-C-19225551, M-01906 in NALC’s Materials Reference System (MRS), which concerned the Postal Service hiring city carrier assistants (CCAs) above the contractual caps. As a result, approximately 2,500 CCAs meeting the criteria outlined in the settlement were converted to part-time flexible (PTF) on March 14. These conversions to PTF took place in offices with fewer than 200 workyears. Please note, both the 2016-2019 National Agreement and the July 2014 Joint Contract Administration Manual (JCAM) may use the term “man year” in place of workyear when defining office designations. These two terms are interchangeable.

Union representatives with questions regarding the workyear designation of a specific installation should contact their national business agent (NBA). Contact information for the NBA who covers your region can be found at nalc.org.

As we approach the six-month mark since these conversions took place, this is a good time to check whether PTFs have met two separate maximization provisions that apply to the size of office where these PTFs work. These maximization provisions are in addition to the requirement to promote PTFs to full-time status in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Re: Full-time Regular Opportunities – City Letter Carrier Craft, found on pages 159-162 of the National Agreement. For an explanation of this MOU, please see Director of City Delivery Chris Jackson’s article in the October 2017 edition of *The Postal Record*.

Article 7, Section 3.C states:

A part-time flexible employee working eight (8) hours within ten (10), on the same five (5) days each week and the same assignment over a six-month period will demonstrate the need for converting the assignment to a full-time position.

This provision applies to all offices, regardless of size. It requires the establishment of an additional full-time position if the qualifying conditions are met.

The July 2014 *JCAM* provides the following explanation of this provision on page 7-37:

Demonstration of Regular Schedule and Assignment. A PTF carrier working a regular schedule meeting the criteria of Article 7.3.C on the same assignment for six months demonstrates the need to convert the duties to a full-time assignment. The six months must be continuous (Step 4, H7N-3W-C-27937, April 14, 1992, M-0069). Time spent on approved paid leave does not constitute an interruption of the six-month period, except where the leave is used solely for purposes of rounding out the workweek when the employee otherwise would not have worked (Step 4, H7N-2A-C-2275, April 13, 1989, M-00913). For the purposes of Article 7.3.C, a part-time flexible employee not working all or part of a holiday or observed holiday (as defined in Article 11) does not constitute an interruption in the six-month period.

Where the Local Memorandum of Understanding provides for rotating days off, a PTF employee who works the same rotating schedule, eight hours within ten, five days each week, over a period of six months shall count toward converting the assignment to a full-time position. The six months must be continuous (Step 4, H7N-3W-C-27937, April 14, 1992, M-0069). Time spent on approved paid leave does not constitute an interruption of the six-month period, except where the leave is used solely for purposes of rounding out the workweek when the employee otherwise would not have worked (Step 4, H7N-2A-C-2275, April 13, 1989, M-00913). For the purposes of Article 7.3.C, a part-time flexible employee not working all or part of a holiday or observed holiday (as defined in Article 11) does not constitute an interruption in the six-month period.

Where the Local Memorandum of Understanding provides for rotating days off, a PTF employee who works the same rotating schedule, eight hours within ten, five days each week, over a period of six months shall count toward converting the assignment to a full-time position. The six months must be continuous (Step 4, H7N-3W-C-27937, April 14, 1992, M-0069). Time spent on approved paid leave does not constitute an interruption of the six-month period, except where the leave is used solely for purposes of rounding out the workweek when the employee otherwise would not have worked (Step 4, H7N-2A-C-2275, April 13, 1989, M-00913). For the purposes of Article 7.3.C, a part-time flexible employee not working all or part of a holiday or observed holiday (as defined in Article 11) does not constitute an interruption in the six-month period.

Where the Local Memorandum of Understanding provides for rotating days off, a PTF employee who works the same rotating schedule, eight hours within ten, five days each week, over a period of six months shall count toward converting the assignment to a full-time position. The six months must be continuous (Step 4, H7N-3W-C-27937, April 14, 1992, M-0069). Time spent on approved paid leave does not constitute an interruption of the six-month period, except where the leave is used solely for purposes of rounding out the workweek when the employee otherwise would not have worked (Step 4, H7N-2A-C-2275, April 13, 1989, M-00913). For the purposes of Article 7.3.C, a part-time flexible employee not working all or part of a holiday or observed holiday (as defined in Article 11) does not constitute an interruption in the six-month period.

The four-week minimum requirement for converting the assignment to a full-time position applies to all offices, regardless of size (H7N-2A-C-2275, April 13, 1989, M-00913). Time spent on approved paid leave does not constitute an interruption of the six-month period, except where the leave is used solely for purposes of rounding out the workweek when the employee otherwise would not have worked (Step 4, H7N-2A-C-2275, April 13, 1989, M-00913). For the purposes of Article 7.3.C, a part-time flexible employee not working all or part of a holiday or observed holiday (as defined in Article 11) does not constitute an interruption in the six-month period.

Where the Local Memorandum of Understanding provides for rotating days off, a PTF employee who works the same rotating schedule, eight hours within ten, five days each week, over a period of six months shall count toward converting the assignment to a full-time position. The six months must be continuous (Step 4, H7N-3W-C-27937, April 14, 1992, M-0069). Time spent on approved paid leave does not constitute an interruption of the six-month period, except where the leave is used solely for purposes of rounding out the workweek when the employee otherwise would not have worked (Step 4, H7N-2A-C-2275, April 13, 1989, M-00913). For the purposes of Article 7.3.C, a part-time flexible employee not working all or part of a holiday or observed holiday (as defined in Article 11) does not constitute an interruption in the six-month period.

Where the Local Memorandum of Understanding provides...